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3 team or microsoft. this page will be
continually updated. on the brightside

i wish there was a mod that was
similar to the one that modded dirt 2
which added a seamless transition

from one map to another but with the
different brands of cigarettes. on the

otherhand i would like to see the
weather system that dirt 2 had but
with the different maps. both the

maps could be completely different
terrain and have different weather.

yes, it is possible to create your own
mods for dirt 3, and i encourage you
to do so. there are no limitations on
what you can or cannot do, so if you
really want to make a mod, you can.
however, if you are thinking about it,
make sure that you read the modding

guidelines and if you have any
questions, post them here and i can
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help you. while the isometric
rendered landscape features

elevations and terrain similar its
predecessor, several improvements
were made. besides a more realistic

rendering of object size, the map
features a more varied terrain with
additional texturing options. in the
scenario editor, desert is replaced
with dirt and has three different

variations, based on the number it is
given. elevation texturing remains
unchanged with the exception of

mountains which now appears in the
game. units that attack from cliffs or a

higher elevation still receives an
attack bonus but units that attack on
lower elevations or below a cliff now
have a damage penalty instead of

dealing normal damage. 5ec8ef588b
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